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Opportunity and Serendipity
By: Liisa Hale

Upcoming Events

Here I am wrapping up my years at BlueSkies and in Early Childhood. My career has been the result of good opportunities and planning, along with healthy
doses of chance and timing; this is the story.

Tuesday, Mar 6

I grew up in an era when girls planned either to be moms, secretaries, nurses
or teachers, and decided I’d be a kindergarten teacher. I enrolled at UC but
dropped out midway through and took a secretarial job in the Financial Aid
Office at Mills College. During a budget squeeze I offered to do my job in half
the time and thus make time to finish my degree, declaring an Early Childhood
major. My first teaching practicum was in the two-year-old classroom, and I got
hooked on twos!

Thursday, Mar 8

As I completed my BA I took on greater responsibilities in the Financial Aid
Office, and ultimately became the Director of Financial Aid. I left that position
as the birth of my second child approached; my husband (who had been the
primary caregiver for our first) took over the wage-earning and I stayed home
with two little kids during the rain-record-setting winter of 1982-83.
After a year at home I agreed to become the half-time Director of the Infant
Toddler Center at Mills and expand its services to accommodate care for fulltime staff. I got the center licensed and ran it for 7 years. The Center’s relationship with the College was one of “don’t bother us and we won’t bother you,” so
I felt like I had two families – my own, now with three young children, and the
Crawlege. I dreaded answering the phone, being on call 24/7 to deal with staff
absences and parent crises, and thought I had had enough of child care. I left
the Crawlege in 1990.
Meanwhile, my mentor and former boss in Financial Aid, a friend of AOCS
Founder Anne Copenhagen, had been serving on the Board of AOCS (now
BlueSkies for Children). The Board invited me to join in 1987, and I enjoyed
getting to know another infant toddler center without having the daily responsibility for it. When Anne Copenhagen heard that I was leaving Mills she offered me a job teaching the twos at AOCS with the “mom hours” I wanted.
Though I took a pay cut, it was a real joy to be responsible for only my own
classroom, with other people responsible for finding, scheduling and training
staff and substitutes, not to mention managing the budget and facilities! But
slowly the other jobs crept back – first, Program Director for the Todds and
“Lerrs” (former name of the Playroom). Then, as Anne eased out of her unpaid
job as Director of the school, Administrative Director as one of five Program Directors who would cooperatively run AOCS. (That cumbersome attempt lasted
less than a year). In 1995 Claire and I became Co-Directors of AOCS, complementing each other with her deep program strength, especially in the Nursery School, and my administrative expertise and experience with infants and
toddlers. I continued to spend a few hours each morning in the Todds classroom
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Co-Directors Report Cont...

for about 10 years but I finally let go of daily teaching
in the Todds.
After AOCS was threatened with bankruptcy in 1998
it became clear that the original fee structure, heavily
dependent on fundraising to pay everyday costs like
wages, could not be sustained. It took an enormous
toll on Claire and me to keep juggling and pasting
funds together twice a month to meet payroll. Both
Claire and I felt that we could not last much longer in
our jobs, and worried that without us the school could
not last much longer either.
We were incredibly fortunate to have a new parent,
a consultant who specialized in Board development,
offer to fill her parent hours by working with our
Board. She helped the Board forge a new role for
itself; that reorganization and re-visioning, led to the
changes that have allowed AOCS/BlueSkies to thrive.
A key change was the decision to be honest about the
costs of high quality infant care and charge what it
cost, reasoning that the school could not help anyone
if it went out of business. That decision allowed all
fundraising to be devoted to need-based fee reductions for those who could not pay the full cost, while
also ensuring that AOCS could always pay its bills.
Finally, I could use my experience and the generous
lessons from savvy Board members to set up appropriate budgets and business practices that would make
BlueSkies solvent.
Now Claire and I had the capacity to move with the
Board into a $1.7 million Capital Campaign and
building project. With the purchase of the third lot of
our campus in the year 2000 we were ready to untangle the labyrinth which had grown out of piece-bypiece property additions. We worked hard and long
days managing fundraising and construction projects.
I was commonly in the office on Saturday mornings
when 3 quiet hours allowed me to do more work than
I could in one 9-10 hour weekday.
As we raised funds we spent them, with children,
teachers and parents shifting classrooms, yards, and
paths through the school to accommodate the needs
of construction. Some of my darkest and brightest
memories come from those days. We got in a tangle
with the one of our contractors, but we kept the school
functioning throughout. The teachers gamely patted
children to sleep through the noise of tractors, nailguns, drills, saws, and even a bit of jack-hammering!
The children were thrilled—all day, every day, they
had front-row seats to two major construction projects. The children’s wonder and enthusiasm for everything happening brought levity and reminded us why
we were putting ourselves through all this! We bought
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extra toy tool sets to accommodate the resulting construction play, and some trowels for the sand so the
children could smooth, smooth, smooth wet sand as
they saw the concrete workers do.
And during all that fun, we earned our first NAEYC
Accreditation and changed the name of the school to
BlueSkies for Children – both easier said than done.
The decade-plus since the Capital Campaign has
been devoted to stabilizing the school so Claire and
I could retire in good conscience. Lucky again to find
a friend willing to share Organization Development
expertise with Claire and me, we learned about the
systems behind a sustainable organization - quickly
finding the parallel with the systems behind a stable
classroom. We wrote handbooks documenting thousands of processes in the school. We worked with the
Program Directors and Head Teachers to decentralize the management and ownership of the children’s
programs. We learned along with the other managers how to measure and build accountability into job
performance. We worked with the Board to create
self-initiating systems that would allow the Board to
competently oversee a change in leadership.
These many pages have said nothing about daily life
in my job at BlueSkies. Each day and hour in this
job has brought responsibility for making the lives of
hundreds of people work, regardless of strategic goals.
At the most basic level, it was my job every day to do
my best to enrich the lives of every one of the 85 children, 160 parents, and 40 staff members – knowing
full well that making the day work for each individual
also required that I continuously weigh the needs of
all of those groups too. Any adult stepping in with “Do
you have a minute?” might be overflowing with gratitude or might just as well be bringing a problem to my
attention – I never know which it will be.
Each day also brought the opportunity to get to know
people and lives I never would have otherwise known.
Over the years my gray areas have grown – yes, my
hair, but also my brain, and most of all I have grown
a huge gray area in what used to be the black-andwhite place I filed people’s behavior. I can pinpoint
the day when it first dawned on me that adults are
also on a growth continuum, just like children, and
adults in stressful situations cannot move forward
without the same compassion and understanding
that children need. What could be more stressful than
being a new sleep-deprived parent, working full time
and handing a 3-month-old baby to virtual strangers?? What could be more stressful than a rainy day
with responsibility for 18 3-year-olds and a new assistant teacher? Over the years I have learned what

Co-Directors Report Cont...
an opportunity those stresses bring to our community to grow together and support each other. Yesterday
brought another typical encounter with an alumni parent at the grocery store, who said “I don’t know why, but
BlueSkies is just magic. Those families we met there are still our best friends - you have done something amazing.”
Much as I like taking credit for it all, I really can’t. I also found a community at BlueSkies, and without that
community my tenure would have been shorter, less compassionate, and more pedestrian. I have had a work
partner, in Claire, who had the vision and aspiration that lent direction and wings to my passion for detail and
accountability – and the two of us have each had each other to prop us up when times are tough. I have also
had the rare pleasure of glimpsing inside Ameena’s reserve and catching her hysterical sense of humor, as well
as the dedication, integrity and strength that keeps her persevering when lesser people would walk away. I
have worked with so many teachers who show up day in and day out, even when they feel misunderstood by
co-workers, picked on by parents, or frustrated by a challenging child, because they know that their time here
every day matters to the children in their care. Kitchen staff, office staff, contractors – all have been part of my
life in this caring community.
Over 31 years I have worked with 100 people on the Board of Directors. Every one of them has cared deeply
about the future of BlueSkies, and many of them taught me both hard skills and new ways of thinking about
old problems. Countless parents have worked on behalf of BlueSkies, raising funds and building community,
and deepened my understanding of human relationships even as I was able to help them find new ways of looking at themselves and their children. As we move into this era of leadership transitions, I am also continuing
to learn about and from the new people and new energy joining the school administration – Spencer, Christa
and Julia.
I have been accused of wearing rose-colored glasses. Part of that is because I have been lucky in life – I have
been given good foundations and opportunities, and most things have worked out for me. On the other hand,
wearing rose-colored glasses is part of why I can say that they have worked out. That optimistic outlook gives
me the great good fortune to be able to make the best of the hand I’m dealt rather than waste (much) energy
moaning about things that didn’t go the way I wanted. That has served BlueSkies as well, and now I can happily leave this amazing school in good shape and good hands.
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Fall Mailer Appreciation
Thank you to all our wonderful families, friends, and community members who voluneetered their time and
donated to this year’s Fall Mailer Campaign. Because of you, we are able to raise over $30,000 for need-based
scholarships for families who would otherwise be unable to attend BlueSkies.
I am so grateful for all the support that has been provided to me and my family over the past 6 years. I am so
glad that both of my children have had the opportunity to benefit from a great, loving and caring environment.
-- Anonymous

Thank you to our donors who make the
BlueSkies Scholarship Fund possible:

Agnes & Enrique Abola
Alan & Brooke Abola
Anita Addison
Alice Akawie & Stuart Pivnick
Tom & Linda Alderson
Cheryl Applewood & Annette Tumolo
Jose Arce & Melba Yee
Brooke Beazley & Philip Hallstein
Lettebrhan Behre & Tesfamariam
Ogbe-Habte
Karen & Steve Bovarnick
Robin Boyce-Trubitt & Rudy
Trubitt
Ms. & Mr. Deborah Breznikar
Michael Bush & Melba Wu
Jana Carter & Van Jones
Andrea Cipriani & Sunny Green
Amy & Mike Clough
Joyce & David Copenhagen
Richard Croghan & Ellen Snook
Bill Dahling & Kim Devlin
Peter Dahling & Caroline Davis
Eleanor & Michael Dunn
Jean Durham
Jan Eldred & Peter Szutu
Kenneth & June Eng
Julie Fallon & Jeremy Won
Kathy Fitzsimmons
Andretta Fowler
Jesus Franco & Ana Lara
Mark Freitas & Susan Gallardo
Diane Garratt
Paul & Eleanor Gertmenian
Gretchen & Tom Griswold
Kathy Gunz & Ed Botts
Albert & Virginia Hale
Liisa & Jon Hale
Clifford & Laura Ham
Nancy & John Hamilton
Thea Hensel
Nancy & Richard Howard
Ann & Ethan Hutcheson-Wilcox
Jeff Johnson & Jenny Moreau-Johnson
Mary Karne
Terri Kim & Jerrold Takahashi
Peter & Sabrina Landreth
Paul Langer & Jan Linden
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Linda Larkin & Brett Stineman
Liane Lau & Stephen Yee
Mr. & Mrs. William Layton
Caron Lee & John Murphy
Gordon Lee & Jennie Oh
Ms. & Mr. Leslie Lilien
Mary Lucas
Charles & Anne Ludvik
Rebecca & Roland Madany
Alphonso Mance & Kristi Schutjer
Linda Martinez
Dan May & Joan Warren
Elizabeth Minkler
Debbie & Tom Mitchell
Katy & Kevin Morsony
William Morton
Barbara & Jack Nagle
Albert Nahman
Mr. & Ms. Allen Nako
Judy & Kit O’Donohoe
Margaret O’Halloran & Chris Lutz
Christine & Dennis Olin
Jean & Mike Onorato
Deanna Pankow
Jim & Noelle Pillsbury
Carolyn Pines & Judy Schwartz
Robin & Gian Polastri
Jane Putnam Perry
Judy & Bruce Rasmussen
Nancy & Bob Rathmann
Audrey Rosemberg & Barbra Silver
Dara Shur
Clifford & Patricia Schutjer
Charles Seliger & Amy Voge
Pamela Simmons
Valerie Simmons
John & Monica Sullivan
Sybil & Bill Sylvester
Shu & Takako Takahashi
Neethi Venkateswaran & Ryan Clements
Lauren & Matt Webster
Laurie Werner
Margaret & Bruce Wetter
Bruce & Deborah Whitson
Ken & Leslie Young
Victoria & Steven Zatkin
Wendy Zukas

Board of Directors

BlueSkies-isms

Board of Directors:

Parents often hear their children using phrases that
they suspect they learned at BlueSkies. Each month’s
“BlueSkies-ism” will include a phrase the teachers use all
the time at BlueSkies, and some context to help you use the
phrase at home too.

Aara Amidi-Nouri, President
Brooke Abola, Vice President
Bryan Quevedo, Treasurer
Lisa Freitas, Secretary
Liisa Hale, BlueSkies Co-Director
Claire Bainer, BlueSkies Co-Director

“I get to choose for myself.”

When children can choose
they are much more
likely to engage in the
activity or toy. Most of
the time teachers coach
children to say this when
another child is trying
to tell them what to do.
Choosing is a privilege
and given out of respect
for the child’s ability to
be responsible for themselves. Of course there
are times the teachers do

not allow anyone a choice,
such as sitting down to
eat. Teachers encourage
children to choose but
take away that privilege
by choosing for the child
if the child is not managing to make acceptable
choices. And At home
parents can reply with
“Often you can choose,
but sometimes moms and
dads choose too.”

Avis Kowalewski
Christa Edwards
Tom Anthony
Riana Hensel
Maggie Greenblatt

Meghan Horl
Drew Giles
Julie Nicholson
Tanya Harris
Rory Darrah

Parent Committee Chairs
- Parent Services Committee:
Garrett Schwartz & Kelly Newman
- Parent Scholarship Committee:
Lauren Webster
BlueSkies Program Directors
Ameena Muhammed, Program Director
Christa Edwards, Assistant Director

Teachers out in
March
As a non-profit entity, BlueSkies for Children is
required to have an independent entity audit our
finances and operational processes, and have the
results of the audit reviewed and accepted by a
stand-alone Board Audit Committee. The auditors and audit committee found BlueSkies in a
very healthy financial state, that our systems and
processes were very strong, and the audit committee accepted the results without any concerns.
The glowing results are due in large part to the
tireless efforts of Phyllis Montgomery, so if you
see her make sure to say congratulations for a job
well done!

The following staff will be on
vacation this month:
• Scottie 3/5 - 3/9
• Kwan 3/7 - 3/16
• Christa 3/11 - 3/12
• Kiki 3/28 - 4/3

Books
Birthday

BlueSkies Audit Results

Birthday books are displayed in the front office
and can be purchased for BlueSkies in honor of a
child’s birthday or any other special occasion. Ask
office staff for more information.
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NightSkies Auction & Raffle
The NightSkies Annual Auction & Raffle, is Saturday, May 5th, 2018!
NightSkies is our single most important fundraising event of the year, providing the bulk of the funding that
supports need-based scholarships and tuition assistance for families here at BlueSkies. But the event is also so
much more – it’s an opportunity to get to know other BlueSkies parents,
teachers, and staff, a chance to score some great, locally-sourced items and
services through the raffle and auction, and a rare, kid-free night out for
parents to enjoy food, adult beverages, and fun!
Last year’s auction was a rousing success, raising over $40,000 in donations
and creating a great sense of community with an unprecedented number of
BlueSkies parents attending the event or participating in some way.
“We had a great time at NightSkies getting to know other BlueSkies
parents outside of the rush of drop-off / pickup. It was great knowing our
participation was supporting BlueSkies scholarships, and an evening out
without the little one was pretty nice too.”
--Andie, Schoolroom parent
With your help we can make this year’s NightSkies even better!
The NightSkies event could not happen without the help of parent volunteers – whether you can only spare a
little time, or want to be more involved – we have a variety of ways parents can help – and it’s a great way to
fulfill parent participation hours too!
How can you help?

•

Secure sponsors: we always try to keep the event costs down so we can ensure most if not all funds raised
go to the Scholarship Fund. Sponsors help us immensly - if you know a business or individual who may be
interested let us know!

•

Secure auction items: items or services from local merchants, restaurants or service providers your
family frequents is a great place to start!

•

Donate to the auction: past donations have included dinner parties, honey, eggs and fresh produce
from home gardens, sporting event tickets, vacation rentals, tour tickets, and - my all time favorite - two
turntables & a mic. Get creative, partner with another family or staff member! PLUS you get parent hours!

•

Volunteer: there are many pre-auction day jobs to be filled. Check out the sign-up sheet in the front office

To learn about other ways to get involved and help a great cause supporting families at BlueSkies, join us
at an upcoming Parent Scholarship Committee meeting. The next meetings are on the website and always
include childcare and dinner.
For more information or to RSVP, please feel free to contact Julia at juliao@blueskies4children.org, or sign up
online. Dinner and childcare are both free, but we need to know if you plan to attend.
Thanks –
Lauren Webster, Parent Scholarship Committee/Auction Chair
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Snapshot: Transitioning from Todds to the
Playroom
Walking through the Playroom I see Lara carefully place a scoop of sand on top of her cake, then halt
in her cooking to see what I’m up to. After watching me for a moment she asks “Guess what?” “What?” I
wonder. “Bridgett and Sammy are here!” “Right,” says Katie, giving her sand cake a good whack with her
shovel. “Come see,” say the girls. Dropping their shovels they join hands and scamper into the classroom,
calling out “Bridgy, Bridgy”. Up pops Bridgett’s smiling face from behind the unit block shelf; the girls
run to her and jump up and down chanting her name. Smiling, the teacher walks over saying “You girls
are so happy to see your friend Bridgett here to play in the Playroom. She is visiting now and soon she
will stay for lunch, then for nap. Then she will be here to play all day every day. I can see how happy you
are about that!” “Where is Sammy?” asks Katie, looking around. “I’m here,” comes the answer from the
doll house. “I’m getting my jamas on,” Sammy says, as he works to get his foot into the dress-up footie
pajamas. The girls turn back to Bridgett and settle down with her to play cars, the teacher steps back as
she sees the girls settle, and I’m off about my business checking on the schoolroom lunch.
Children have been steadily moving from the Todds classroom to the Playroom classroom in groups of two
or three since fall. With this last move the Playroom group is now complete, with birthdays ranging from
September of one year to August of the next. From this point forward they will move as an entire class;
the Summer program will provide the whole group an open transition experience into the Homeroom
classroom. This shift in transition style is one of the unique systems BlueSkies has developed to meet
the children’s needs. Being year round and developmentally based gives BlueSkies the opportunity to
make the system fit the children, rather than making children fit into school years. Between the ages of
2-years-6-months or 2-years-9-months (in ECE-speak, that’s 2.6 or 2.9), children typically move from the
infant-toddler program to the preschool program. 2.9 is the classic age when children started preschool,
as they are usually becoming more interested in each other than the adults, have more ready language,
and are more able to manage periods of independence, which also means the adult to child ratio increases
to 5 or 6 children per teacher. The little snapshot above demonstrates this shift in the children’s
readiness to be part of a group and begin the slow release of the adult anchor.
In the office we have been planning for this time, doing our best to build a class group that is evenly
balanced between boys and girls, representing varied ethnicities, family structures, and cultural
backgrounds, with birthdays spanning the class year. Our goal is always to create a class that reflects the
diversity of the world we live in. As we admit a 3 month old we carefully plan the timing and supports
for the first transition into the school, knowing that first attachment in the infant room is foundational.
Then every year or so comes another transition, where the teachers work around anticipated holidays
and vacations and individual development so that each child can make the most of his time in one group
and then make a timely and gracious move to the next.
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